3-6 D Celebrate Harmony Day!

During Term 1, 3-6D have been working on the Whalan Unit. On Tuesday 24th of March, we celebrated Harmony Day with our buddy class from Preschool, the Koalas. This is what we did!

*First we played soccer!*

Our two teams, led by our captains Leila and Aiden

Corey and Luke having fun playing in the game!

Samantha going for a big kick of the soccer ball!

*Then we helped Koalas do an art activity!*

Jaydan helping out his buddy!

Conradd lends a hand!

Jase helping out his buddy!

*Next we showed our ‘Stories in a box’!*

Tam presenting his special things!

Rodney showing us a photo from his box.

*Lastly, we all had lunch together!*

Racheal having lunch with some koalas!